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I. Introduction 

Let ~be Euclidean _space of state-vectors X~C~#,'--, ~nJ 
with the norm #~#~FZ~"t ~ and .~CE"~be metric space of all 
nonempty compact subsets of E ~ with H~usdorff metric 

where ~'dC#ViJ denotes a d -  neighborhood of a set ~ in the spa- 

Let us consider an object with behaviour described by the dif- 
ferential inclusion 

where ~' D'"~ "-@ -~.~ ) is a given mapping. The absolutely 
continuous function ~) is the solution of the inclusion (I). on 
the interval C4,,~,~ , if the condition ~(4~ ~ ?(g, ~(~## 
il valid almost everywhere on this interval. 

On the one hand the differential inclusion is the extension of 
ordinary differential equations 

when function I(~.X) is m~ltivalued. On the other hand this extem- 
sion is not formal, for many different problems may "be transformed to 
differential inclusions and !he development of differential inclusion 
per~ts us to solve these problems. For example~ A.F.Filippov with 
~he help o~ differential inclusions investigated ~'I~ the~olutions of 
differential equation (2) on the sets where function # ~ #  had 
discontinuities l~.N.Krasovski used the differential inclusion ~2~ 
for constructing a strategy in differential games. Let us consider 
the connection of differential inclusions with some other problems. 

Optimal control problem was considered first ~3~ by L.S.Pont- 
ryagin and others for systems described by the equation 

(3) 
Thi~ problem may be transformed to determination of optimal solution 
~ of the differential inclusion 

f#, wt. 
Knowing the optimal solution ~ it is possible with help of Fi- 
lippov's implicit functions lemma~4# to construct for system (3) a 
control Q(~ which produces this optimal solution. Note that control 
system (3) may be transformed to differential inclusion form even in 
the case_when the set ~ depends on time and state, i.e. is of the 
form ~, ~) • On the other hand inclusion (I) may be considered 
as a control system with changing control domain 

= 
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It will be noted that optimal control problems stimulated very much 
thq development of the theory of differential inclusions. 
The implicit differential equation 

d (~, :~. ~ )= o 
may be transformed to a differential inclusion form, too, 

On the other hand inclusion (I) may be considered as the implicit 
differential equation 

i~ ~) denotes the distance from a point ~ to a set A :  where 
l 

¢ ('p, A ) : ~, ," I I p  - = / I .  
a ~ A  

A system of dif~ential inequalities 

S, 6~,~, ~)~ o, , ' : ,,..., ~, 
may be transformed to the differential inclusion 

~ +  r ~ , ~ J = / ~ . " / , O , ~ , ~ J  < ~, ,'=,,..., ~1. 
On the other hand inclusion (I) max be considered in the case of 
~"~,~) convex as an infinitesystem of differential inequalities 

where C(4~ is the support function o f  the set 

f ~ ,  

2. Time optimal control problem 

X,,,~et Mo~ M, be no nempty olos,d subsets of E". ~. solution 
t~/ ~iven on the interval ~'~,, ~,~transfers M o to M, in time ~,-~o 

if t'he conditions XC~,) e-A4o, "xC~,~G A4# are satisfied.The 
time optimal control problem is to determine the solution of the 
inclusion (I)transferringthe set Mo to the set ~%4tin a minimum time. 

~aximum principle. Let the support function ~;'~, ~p ~') 
of the inciusion (i) be continuously differentiable in ~ and the 
solution ~(6J, I~o • %1 4 ~# , transfer the set A4oto the 
set ~l. We shall say that the solution ~D{~) satisfies the maximum 
principle on interval ~{o,~t2 if there exists such nontrivial solu- 
tion ~(~) of the adjoint system 

(4) 
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that ti~e following conditions are satisfied: 
A) the maximum condition 

 6rf,,, vc,,JJ 
is satisfied almost everywhere on the interval ~o/ ~/~ ; _ . 

B) the transversality condition on the set ~o: veator ~C~oJ 
is the support vector for the set /~oat the point ~{~a) , that is 

 (Mo, = y,(v:)) ; 

C) the transversality condition on the set M#: vector -~0)is 
the support vector for the set Mlat the point ~(~) that is 

( M , ,  - v¢,, , )):  ( '=(, , , ) ,  - #'r,',)) . 

~° Necessary condition~of optimality 

~ultivalued function ~,: ESxE ~ -@ ~ {~i,) is called mea- 
{ m  : p ¢ ~ )  n _,a~,~.! surable if for any closed set ~ c the set 

is Lebesgue measurable. The continuity and lipschitzability of multi- 
val~ed function ~{x~ is defined in the usual way. For example, ~ 
the function P~Z} satisfiesLipschitz'scondition with constant 
if for any points Xp ~' /~" ~"~" the inequality 

/, t,",¢,(~), ,e(~ ; )  .< L / / ~  z "1 
i ,  va l id .  The number / ~ / =  D(~'°"]t ~ ]  is  cal led modulus of set f .  

T heprem I. Let the multivalued function ~'~z ~, ~} of inclusion 
(I) be measurable in ~ and satisfy Lipschitz's condition in ~ with 
a summable constant A~] and /F:~j~c~/£~{'~ where. ~_~d~is.a 
summable function. Asst~me that the support-function C ~ } ,  ~) 
is continuously differentiab!e in X, the sets Mo, ~ql are convex 
and solution ~ { ~ ] ~  "~o g ~ g ~# , transferring the set ,A,4o 
to the set M# is optimal. Then this solution satisfies maximum prin- 
ciple on the interval ~%~:~. ~6reover the condition 

is valid. 
The proof of the theorem ~ follows the plan suggested in the 

book [~for systems of the type (3). The main difficulty is to de- 
fine the variation of the solution. Here instead of the classical 
theorem on differentiabilit~ of solution with respect to initial 
condition (see, for example[~) it's necessary to use theorem 2 
stated below. 

Let function ~:~-~ ~/ satisfy Lipshitz'a condition. The set 
of all partial limits of the gradient of this function at the point 

~h when ~-~ 0 , that is 

k ~ O  
i s  c a l l e d  the  s u b d i f f e r e n $ i a l  o f  f u n c t i o n  F(x) a t  the  p o i n t  ~t2. 

The~. Let ,.~/Q/), ~e  ~" ~/ ~ g /  be a ~oiution of in- 
clu~Twith the initial condition ~o. ~{~} be a solution of 
the adjoint system (~) corresponding to C~}and o~c~#) be a so- 
lution of differential inclusion 
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with initial condition ~X C~e)-- ~ , E > 0 . Then 
there exists such .~.t ('~). - s.olution of inclusion (I) with 
initial condition 2a ~{o)--- a~o ~ th defined on interval #,co. 4,7 
that the following condition is valid 

The idea of the proof is contained in paper ~ ,  
Remark. The sets JWe~ A41 in theorem I may be nonconvex. It is 

sufficient that there ,exist th? @pproximating cones to the sets ~fo,/Wr 
at the points ~(~o) , O~ (d'1) , respectively. In this " 
case the conditions B), C) in the maximum, yrinci~le. ~ave to be rep- 
laced by conditions that the vectors ~'{~o2~- ~'{~J/ are sup-. 
ports to respective approximating cones at the points a~{o), ~C~,2. 

4, Convexity of the set of solutions 

Naturally the q~estion arises:when~is the maximum principle not 
only necessary but also sufficient condition of optimality. ~ This 
seems to b~ very important to know when the set of solutions .., 
~£4di~17 C~) of inqlusion (1) with initial condition ,2~{~'o)~- -~" 
is convex in the space C C4o,~o2 of all continuous functions 
on the interval [~o~ ~t7 . Denote by ~f- the intersectiqn. 
of the set ~ r4,,~,J ~) by the plane ~--t ~ . The set ~ (~'J 
is the set of all ~oints at which it's possible to arrive along the 
solutions of the inclusion (I) from initial set ~) at a moment ~" 

Multivalued function ~"~z/, ~ is concave in ~2 on the set 
if the condition 

valid for points X, for n m ers 

Theorem ~. Assumelhe. initial set ~ be convex. Then the set of 
solutioqs ~ £~,,~,~ [~m) is convex if multivalued function 
P(4,~:2 is concave in ~ on the sets ~ {~'J for any ~'~ [~o.{,Z. 

The idea of the proof is contained in paper [7] • 
5, Sufficient conditions of optimality 

For the maximum principle to be also a sufficient condition of 
optimality of the solution ~{~ one needs to put two additio- 
nal conditions on the solution ~(~J. 

We shall say that support function C ['&v/6 ~]~ ~') is con- 
cave in ~ at the point ~, in the direction ~ if the condition 

i~ valid for any point ~6 ~" . ,~.,/~ 
Note that the concavity of a multivalue.d ~unct~on , {~,~yields 

the concavity of the support function E (P{~, 2), ~'~ at any 
point and in any direction. _ 

Let _ . ~(~), ~o ( ~ ~ ~I be a solution of inclusion (I) 
and ~(4) be a respective solution Of the adjoint system (~). We 
shall say that the solution ~[~) satisfies strong tra~sversality 
condition on the set A41 with the adjoint function V~/~) if the 
condition 

is valid f o ~  any moment "~,' do g ~ < ~I . 
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Theorem 4° Assume that A4ot~nare nonempty closed subsets of Zc~ 
the solution ~J of inclusion (I) transfers the set/~to the set 
M~ on the interv'a~ C ~@j ~,~ and satisfies the maximum principle on 
this interval and ~(~) is the respective solution of. adj.oint sys- 
tem (4). Assume that the support function -¢ ~;TC~, ~Jt ~v~ _ is 
concave in ~: at point X(~in direction ~Jfor any ~ ~ ar~or~'~ 
and the solution ~) satisfies the strong transversality condition 
on the set ~41 with adjoint function ~##. Then the solution 
is optimal. 

The proof is contained in paper[8], 

6. Uniqueness of optimal solution 

In the case of continuous differentiability of the support func- 
tion CC~#~),~ in ~ the maxiraum condition A) and the adjoint 
system (4) may be written as the system of differential equations 

Initial conditions for solution ~Xl#'l lS, ~)) of this sys- 
tem may be determined from c~nd.itions B)., ~) of/~%he maximum principle and 
from inclusions ',,,~C ('~oJ ~ o# ~ ( ~ ' J  6 I , The question " 
arises naturally i~ this casg: when is for given initial conditions the 
unique solution (~J, ~'(~J) determined from the maximum 
principle'? The following theorem is an answer to this question.. 

Theorem 5. Assume that the support function C ~'/{~z~)1 W) 
is m%-~ur-a-~ in ~ , continuously d~ff~ in #a~v). except 
for the points ~=~ and derivatives. ~'), " ~  ~'~,aZ). ~) 
satisfy Lipschitz' s condition in (D~ x ~) ahy gm've'n initial 
conditions for functions ~{6)# ~[g) the optimal solution is unique. 

7. Concluding remawks 

Pontryagin's.maximum principle was proved ~33for control system (3) 
for function #(#,~,") continuously differentiable in SO. These 
systems may be "transformed in differential inclusion form and support 
function : in this case is 

= (e(<,, ?} :  ,,,= =< << ), 
##¢t~" 

Theorem I is applied when this support function is continuously dif- 
ferentiable in ~e~I% is not very difficult to show that there exists 
the function ~(~.~, gJ continuously differenLtiable iD ~ but for 
which the corresponding support function C (~/~,~D## ~) does 
not have this property and vice versa. That is Pontryagin's maximum 
principle and theorem I, are intersected over some class of control 
systems of type (3). It is possible to formulate as a hypothesis the 
following theorem which includes thetheorem I and Pontryagin's maximum 
principle. 

Theorem 6. Suppose that the multivalued function~Z'~ ~) for 
inclusion (I~ is measurable in ~ and satisfies Lipschitz's condition 
in ~ , sets M,, ~4~ are convex and solution ~J, ~@ # ~ ~ ~/~ 
is optimal. Then there exists such nontrivial aSsolutely continuous 
function ~[~) that the following conditions are valid. 
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almost everywhere on the interval [~o,{t]; 
,~ eCMo, ~'{~o;)= (x(,~o), r'l~'o~) ; 
o~ e (M,,-W~,#-~ {=(~,),'r'(~'l;" 
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